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Identify and close 
technological gaps to 
drive innovation

The media industry has experienced significant disruption over the past few decades. This tumult has spurred 
the need for publishers and their teams to learn new technologies as well as create and sell new products—and it 
shows no signs of slowing down. 

In today’s omnichannel media landscape, fast-paced change is the only constant. Modern technology solutions 
help teams work together across their organization to improve offerings and customer experience and to drive 
greater revenue. However, publishers still face challenges as they vie for audiences’ attention and advertisers’ 
dollars. Aligning organizational goals with new tech can pose a major problem—identifying and addressing gaps in 
your tech is a mission-critical issue.

Part 1 of our Guide to Buying Enterprise Technology series explored the challenges that unclear objectives can 
cause when purchasing new enterprise technology. It also introduced a goals-based approach to help publishers 
streamline the goal-setting process. 

In this white paper, we’ll provide the roadmap you need to pinpoint gaps in your current technology ecosystem, 
which will enable you to arrive at a cohesive vision for your new enterprise solution. You’ll get a step-by-step 
guide to identifying gaps from various perspectives—from the C-suite to finance to sales and more. This will set 
you up to address issues and move on to the request for proposal process (RFP) with clarity and confidence.

https://www.lineup.com/newsroom/guide-to-buying-enterprise-technology-who-drives-your-company-goals
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The way audiences consume content is shifting rapidly. Many media organizations are struggling to move forward 
and stay relevant to audiences and advertisers alike. Publishers must be forward-thinking to succeed. 

Technology built for today is a key part of the solution to many media organizations’ innovation woes. Modern 
tech can help publishers create high quality, targeted content and subscription offerings in an efficient way that’s 
also easy for customers to benefit from. Your subscribers want content that covers the topics they care about, 
delivered in a manner that works for them to consume. The right technology solution can empower you to rise to 
the challenge.

Here are 2 examples of industry trends that illustrate the need for media organizations to be adaptable and 
agile. These trends and others drive many media organizations to examine their legacy systems and start the gap 
analysis process.

A forward-thinking 
vision is integral to 
success

Buying local was once a trend. Today, it’s a movement. The COVID-19 pandemic has prompted new enthusiasm 
among consumers for supporting local businesses with their wallets. This bodes well for advertisers in a world 
where 27% of internet users in America block ads. Why?  Advertising to a hyperlocal audience is an excellent 
way to turn apathy into appreciation—and more importantly, into action. Over 26% of consumers pay attention 
to ads that promote something (e.g., a business or event) in their local region.

“Only by taking a hyperlocal approach will media organizations keep up with the rapid pace of online platforms. 
That means truly understanding the situation on the ground, country by country, postcode by postcode, 
neighbourhood by neighbourhood,” says media website What’s New In Publishing.

Technology is central to publishers’ ability to harness the trend of hyperlocalization and leverage the current 
consumer psyche to their advantage. Media organizations must have access to robust, clean audience data that 
can be shared across departments to personalize offerings to readers, listeners, and viewers interested in local 
content. This data, in turn, acts as a value-add for advertisers who want to increase the relevance and impact 
of their messages.

1. Hyperlocalization

https://backlinko.com/ad-blockers-users
https://whatsnewinpublishing.com/hyper-localisation-the-next-step-in-local-newspapers-evolution/
https://whatsnewinpublishing.com/hyper-localisation-the-next-step-in-local-newspapers-evolution/
https://whatsnewinpublishing.com/hyper-localisation-the-next-step-in-local-newspapers-evolution/
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While not a new concept, the ability to target ads contextually is becoming increasingly important as the death of 
third-party cookies draws closer. Nearly 70% of consumers are more likely to interact with contextually relevant 
ads. Publishers are aware that they must invest in this strategy, but many haven’t yet landed on the best solution 
to enable them to segment audiences in a context-based manner.

“Publishers are reviewing their providers and evaluating the market,” says media and marketing firm Digiday. 
“They’re A/B testing solutions, trialing new options, and replacing redundant or underperforming tech in pursuit 
of contextual success.”

In the context of contextual advertising (see what we did there?), it’s essential for publishers to understand their 
goals and identify their gaps before they embark on the long road of procuring new enterprise technology to help 
them execute on strategy. This will save time and effort during the RFP, implementation, and onboarding stages.

2. Contextual advertising

https://www.criteo.com/blog/4-reasons-contextual-targeting-is-trending/
https://digiday.com/sponsored/how-publishers-can-future-proof-their-contextual-advertising-strategy/?mvt=i&mvn=10acde60668c45668d18cad4eb1d19f5&mvp=NA-DIGI-11239222&mvl=Key-homepage_8th_slot%20%5BHomepage%208th%20Slot%5D
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Why conduct a gap 
analysis?

Technology challenges across departments

Without knowing what gaps exist within your media organization’s technology ecosystem, you risk riding the 
status quo and lagging behind your competition. This could result in a loss of subscribers, advertisers, and 
revenue. In addition, legacy systems can pose serious data privacy and security risks. A gap analysis can help you 
become clear on the strategy you need to follow to reach your goals, and the tools that will enable you to navigate 
the journey.

Before we dig into the process of how to conduct a gap analysis, let’s explore some of the common gaps that can 
exist within media organizations on various teams.

C-suite

With the ever-changing trials of the COVID-19 pandemic and the uncertainty that the public health crisis has 
brought, it’s no wonder that many media executives are finding it difficult to see a clear path forward. 

Having current, accurate data at their fingertips is a pressing problem for senior leaders in media 
organizations. Executives often find themselves asking, ”What is the right data?” rather than “What am I 
going to do about the information I have?” This lack of actionable data can slow publishers’ progress toward 
realizing their visions.

“The big swing from print to digital subscriptions was 
managed fantastically. What now seems to be challenging 
publishers as we come out of the pandemic is either keeping 
those readers on the digital subscription or converting them 
back to the printed copy, all without losing sales,” 

says Chris Spalding, CEO of Lineup Systems.
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Digital

The digital advertising market is constantly evolving, and advertisers are seeking new ways to target ads to 
specific audiences.  Content regulation is a big issue, and the topic is not going away.  Users desire their privacy 
and regulators are keen to address their concerns regarding a lack of transparency in digital marketing. The 
challenge for publishers is to diversify into additional sources of revenue while keeping their customers and 
brands happy.

The ability to personalize and streamline the user’s journey, which may begin on desktop or in-app and continue 
on both platforms, is one of the most common gaps digital teams face. To address this gap, publishers require 
increased resources and development to create more immersive user experiences.

“These are challenging times for publishers, even prior 
to COVID. Statements from Google and Apple that will 
significantly reduce their ability to track users across their 
web content have resulted in media organizations having to 
rethink their digital business models,”  

says Neil Rigby, Digital Product Manager at Lineup Systems.
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CRM & Sales

The biggest challenges for customer relationship management (CRM) and sales teams include manual processes 
and disconnected systems, which lead to fragmented data. 

Outdated systems are cumbersome for sales reps to use in the field, and tend to become administrative  
overhead rather than tools for empowerment. Without modern tech, sales reps don’t have visibility into what  
is happening on their accounts, which can cause serious problems capable of ending relationships with  
prospects and customers.

“When these issues are present in a media organization, 
teams can’t move strategy forward because they’re spending 
too much time on administrative tasks. In addition, getting 
answers to questions and even knowing which questions to 
ask becomes difficult because it may require data that isn’t 
accessible.

“With legacy technology, sales insights, email, and script 
templates are not easily accessible or linked at the right 
moment to the right task. This is a problem because new 
advertising product offerings require fast and concise 
communication internally and externally,”

says Markus Feldenkirchen, VP of Sales (North America) at 
Lineup Systems.
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Analytics

Analytics teams often need to pull together data from multiple systems and spreadsheets. Every time they 
have to do this their time is spent manually collating data instead of analyzing and using it to improve business 
performance and processes. 

When data is stored in disparate silos across departments, analytics teams struggle to work with and make sense 
of it. Without an intuitive reporting solution, they’re unable to harness the power of the data owned by the media 
organization.

Finance

Finance teams regularly work with legacy technology, including their own billing system and the system used by 
sales reps to make bookings. If these systems can’t keep up with current selling techniques or flexible invoicing 
processes, finance teams have to resort to manual workarounds, which can be time consuming. 

Financial system users, particularly those in billing and accounts receivables roles, can spend a great deal of 
their day manually raising invoices if their technology can’t handle multi-channel bookings and differing 
customer requirements around billing. This reduces the amount of time these professionals can dedicate to 
value-add processes. 

“Finance reporting can be especially onerous if data is 
spread across multiple legacy systems, as finance teams will 
have to piece the data together before they can report on it 
and analyze it,” 

says Claire Mitchell, Finance & Analytics Product Manager at 
Lineup Systems.
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As media organizations consider how to build digital strategies for the future, they must examine everything 
from their technology to their employees to their brands, with an eye on identifying and leveraging revenue 
opportunities.

“Online performance, delivery of rich media, personalization, and security will remain key components 
of a successful publishing strategy,” according to global media company The Drum. “Revenue-generation 
opportunities require agile technology platforms, robust security solutions, and the ability to scale when 
readership surges.”

Understanding your technology gaps across various departments is the first step to addressing them. By tackling 
these problems, you can drive improvement in every area of your business.

Modern technology is 
the answer

C-suite

Technology can provide media executives with critical insight into gaps in strategy. Publishers need to rely on 
systems and data to proactively address issues. Audience monetization and analytics solutions can be especially 
helpful in this area.

Technology can offer a single source of truth as well as reporting that is appropriate for the given audience 
(i.e., strategic reporting at the C-suite level), allowing the reader to see the bigger picture surrounding a 
specific situation and take action as needed.

Solutions for specific teams

“With the speed the market is moving, clear and concise 
information is really important—not just data,” Spalding says. 
“It is easy to get into the details too soon and miss the bigger 
picture before diving in.” 

https://www.thedrum.com/news/2021/09/27/publishers-can-improve-their-online-performance-security-and-user-experience-with
https://www.thedrum.com/news/2021/09/27/publishers-can-improve-their-online-performance-security-and-user-experience-with
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Digital

Next generation solutions must allow the players responsible for customer relationships to control data. Brands 
should be able to access and use their own data, as should publishers, without jumping through hoops or being 
forced to share data.

Marketers are employing several strategies to maintain and enhance personalization using alternative data 
sources. First, by augmenting first-party data collection and implementing cookie consent policies to ensure 
compliance. Second, by exploring alternative tactics for prospecting through strategic data partnerships and 
deploying creative targeting tactics, such as geo-targeting. Third, by having the right tools—for example, moving 
from data management platforms to customer data platforms.

“Adopting a holistic measurement framework, such as 
commercial mix modelling with touchpoint analytics, will 
allow marketers insight into the customer journey without 
as many gaps. Rather than relying on third-party cookies, 
marketers should focus on methods they can control, such as 

first-party data,” says Neil.
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CRM & Sales

Consolidating your media organization’s data into a single solution provides CRM and sales teams with better 
forecasting capabilities. It enables them to predict problems and opportunities and allows management to ask 
new questions as your CRM and sales strategies evolve. Building a library of scripts for sales calls and email 
templates can also help media organizations optimize their sales functions.

The right technology allows publishers to suggest content for customers based on various category 
classifications, provide insights on the performance of categories, and deliver easy and fast overviews on the 
results of different campaigns. This will then start a cycle that encourages those employees to use your systems 
more, giving your organization more data for strategic teams to leverage.

Analytics

Tools that automate the reporting process can free up analytics teams to examine the data they’re reporting on 
and take action based on what the data shows. Features such as automatic report loading and data  
visualizations allow less technically confident users to access the information that is important to them in a  
simple and straightforward manner.

“Tools that become a regular part of your day—like using 
your mobile phone’s tech to record meeting notes rather 
than typing, or to update contact records on the go—give 
CRM and sales teams greater amounts of information in a 
more timely fashion,” 

says Nita Watkins, CRM Product Manager, Lineup Systems.
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Finance

Consolidated systems bring teams together across an organization, offering benefits to everyone. For example, 
if your finance team adds a flag in the system about an account being blocked due to a late payment, your sales 
team will see this early on since they’ll be working in the same system. They’ll know the late payment poses a risk 
to future deals and will be able to work with the customer sooner to get it resolved.

Modern technology allows finance users to invoice accurately and automatically from a centralized system based 
on a wide choice of billing options. It also enables them to report seamlessly on the data that matters to them. 
This saves time, which can be directed to value-add processes.  
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5 steps to conduct 
your own gap analysis

Step 1: 
Identify 

the Gaps

Step 2: 
Evaluate 

Your Tech

Step 3: 
Align 

with Your 
Objectives

Step 4: 
Decide How 

to Fill the 
Gaps

Step 5: 
Summarize 

your Findings

Your Gap Analysis Checklist

Use this checklist to help identify and understand technological gaps within your ecosystem, and take 
the first step in driving your media organisation towards your business goals.

Step 1: Identify the Gaps

Step 2: Evaluate Your Tech

Step 3: Align Gaps with Objectives

Step 4: Decide How to Fill the Gaps

Step 5: Summarize Your Findings
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Step 1: Identify the Gaps

First, examine the current state of your media organization as it relates to your technology, staffing, and 
performance. Then, establish what an ideal future state would look like in each of these areas. 

This exercise should be done in a team environment so you can gather input from diverse perspectives. Ask your 
employees what they feel are the biggest issues facing your organization. The space between where you are 
today and where you want to be constitutes the gap, which you’ll seek to address in the following steps.

Use this space to brainstorm ideas...

https://www.networkdepot.com/perform-technology-gap-analysis/
https://www.networkdepot.com/perform-technology-gap-analysis/
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Step 2: Evaluate Your Tech

In part 1 of our Guide to Buying Enterprise Technology series, you became clear on your media organization’s 
goals. Now it’s time to develop a technology roadmap that aligns with your objectives in the short and long term.

Working closely with the end users of your enterprise technology, map out all of the solutions you currently 
use and their relationship to your products and services. Consider where gaps exist in terms of your ability to 
deliver the best customer experience possible and leverage revenue opportunities. This will help you see what 
capabilities you’ll need from a new solution and lay the foundation for a technology growth framework for your 
organization.

Use this space to brainstorm ideas...

https://www.lineup.com/newsroom/guide-to-buying-enterprise-technology-who-drives-your-company-goals
https://www.networkdepot.com/perform-technology-gap-analysis/
https://www.networkdepot.com/perform-technology-gap-analysis/
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Step 3: Align Gaps with Objectives

Use this space to brainstorm ideas...

Now that you’ve identified your organization’s gaps and evaluated your technology, you can specify how you 
will fill each gap and what this will enable you to achieve. The gaps and objectives could be related to your 
organization’s vision, products and services, processes, or revenue, for example.

Refer back to the goal tree you created in part 1 of our Guide to Buying Enterprise Technology series so you can 
see how each stakeholder’s objectives relate to one another and whether any competing priorities exist. 

https://www.lineup.com/newsroom/guide-to-buying-enterprise-technology-who-drives-your-company-goals
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Step 4: Decide How to Fill the Gaps

Use this space to brainstorm ideas...

Create a targeted, multi-step plan for filling each gap and getting your media organization closer to its desired 
future state. Write down all of the solutions you could possibly implement to fill each gap, then narrow down 
the list based on which solutions would disrupt your business operations the least.

Be sure to take market trends into consideration as you evaluate potential solutions. You may need to invest in 
learning and development for your employees so they can use new technology with confidence.

https://www.networkdepot.com/perform-technology-gap-analysis/
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Step 5: Summarize Your Findings

Use this space to brainstorm ideas...

Document everything you learned in steps 1 to 4 and compile a report with this information. Ensure everyone 
in your organization is aware of the findings of your gap analysis. Encourage department heads to schedule 
meetings with their teams to discuss the findings.
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As a publisher, innovation is key to remaining competitive in the crowded media market. Technology is mission-
critical to helping you achieve your innovation objectives. You now have a 5-step system to enable you to 
determine where gaps exist in your media organization. You also have an understanding of the common 
challenges faced by various departments and the solutions they need to excel in their roles. While gaps may not 
exist in every department in your organization, you’ll likely have some issues to address.

Once you identify your gaps, you’ll likely need to replace some legacy technology. Stay tuned for future content 
from Lineup Systems on how to approach an RFP and how to evaluate technology solutions, where we’ll walk you 
through the process.

Lineup Systems’ Adpoint software is a cloud-based media sales solution that doesn’t require a complex IT 
infrastructure to deploy and maintain. Many of the pain points publishers experience that hinder growth are tied 
to inefficient technology and administrative processes. 

Adpoint helps you tackle these problems, removing the frustrations of legacy systems so you can focus on 
growth. Find out how you can increase efficiency and revenue by combining 4 critical systems (CRM, OMS, 
Finance, Analytics) into 1 platform by using Adpoint.

The media industry’s 
leading sales solution

https://www.lineup.com/solutions/adpoint
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